Get coin and go to ladder for first descent.

Get coins behind pillars. Make your way to right most X.
Between shots either make your way to ladder, or if you are feeling brave, wait until the flowers are about to
fire together and move to the left most X until they lean backwards then go left out of the way. Timed
correctly you will get both flowers (if you wait until they both fire together, then count six fires of the top flower
then move to the X, the next firing should be together and they will shoot each other).

Next descent.

Go straight down and left to the 'blink' charger, then quickly back to the little outcrop you passed and blink
diagonally left to the wall. Be careful here as there is a flower above and to your right which will get you if you
don't move quick enough.
There is also a chomper which if you stand just below the arrow will be killed by the flower.

Next descent.

Wait at the X until the spikey ball goes past from your right. Then go down, right, down, left and up to the
ladder.

Next descent.
This is a maze, with a chomper in it!!
To get out of the maze you need to go round to your right or left to the gap at the top.
Then to your right or left to the gap at the bottom.
The chomper will be coming for you at this point so wait for him to get near you and then go the other way
round.
Once out of the gap at the bottom go left, up, right, up and left until you get to the cages!!

Here you need to be very careful or you will be caged.
Go diagonally down/left past the first cage.
Down two steps and diagonally down/right past the second cage.
Diagonally down/left past the third cage - by now the chomper should have been caged at the top.
Down two steps and diagonally down/right past the fourth cage. Then diagonally down/left past the fifth cage.
Wait until the flames die down and cross to the gem.

